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Sadly neglected, the Windows 7 is your cocktail. Getting out of the old shoes is difficult perhaps
when you are in the comfort (Windows XP) for almost a decade. But with the announcement of the
â€œWindows XP support endsâ€• date by April 8, 2014, it becomes imperative to shuffle your mind. Letâ€™s
explore through some of the salient features under the computer technical support guide titled 5
reasons to buy Windows 7. As per your expectation, Windows 7 has been simpler to use, more
responsive, and full of new possibilities.

A better desktop

The wonderful taskbar with bigger buttons and full-sized previews helps you to get started with your
favorite programs in no time. Instant search brings desired documents, pictures, music, eâ€‘mail, and
programs instantly. Search in a folder or library, and you can fine-tune your search with filters like
date or file typeâ€”and use the preview pane to peek at the contents of your results.

Easy sharing with HomeGroup

Now, sharing of files and printers is just like plug-and-play with the newly introduced HomeGroup.
Share music, pictures, videos, and documents with other people at your home PCs or laptops with
Windows 7. Windows 7 extends the comfort of the wireless networking, now takes just a couple of
clicks to connect your device with the network. Choose from the list of available networks in the
taskbar, click one, and then connect. Windows remembers your preference for future reference.

Built for speed

Install the 64-bit version of the Windows operating system to make optimum use of the 64-bit
architect PCs. The new Windows has been designed to run your programs faster and to sleep,
resume, and reconnect to wireless networks quicker.

Windows Touch

Discover a whole new level of computing with touch enabled PC.  Browse the web, flip through
photos, and open files and folders with finger touch.  Use the gestures for zooming, rotating, and
even right-clicking, and work in a style.

Plays well with devices

Device Stage, a new feature looks pretty similar to the user-interface of an antivirus or security
software. It displays the status of all connected portable music players, smartphones, and printers.
Soon after connecting a compatible device into your PC, you'll see a menu with information and
popular tasks like battery life, how many photos are ready to be downloaded, and printing options.
Windows Media Center, Internet Explorer 9, Action Center, Windows Defender and User Account
Control are some other features that will interest you.

The mentioned devices or features also bring notifications or alerts regarding any software or
security conflicts or issues. If you have a bit interest in computer troubleshooting then you can
understand or interpret those to fix computer issues on your own. Windows 7 System Recovery
Options houses a range of tools, such as Startup Repair, System Restore, System Image Recovery,
Memory Diagnostic Tool, and Command Prompt to fix simple to complex Windows errors.
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In addition, enjoy full-fledged PC help services from Microsoft or their certified members. Experts
can assist you through remote-screen sharing or over the phone line to install, activate, update,
upgrade and backup and transfer data besides diagnosing and resolving any related issues.
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